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Our vision is for more
Australians to adopt a healthy, 
active lifestyle supported by
our members

PROUD
CREDIBLE
REAL

Our vision

Fitness Australia is the peak health and fitness industry association providing a range of 
support services and solutions to almost 28,000 AusREPs, fitness businesses and suppliers 
Australia-wide.

Our purpose is to empower the industry to engage more Australians in quality health 
and fitness services.

Who we are

Our People
Fitness Australia Board of Directors:

David Allan (Chairman)
Michael Jordan
Kristen Green
Andrew Simmons
Justin McDonell
Elizma Bolt
Chris Hicks
Julie Garland-McLellan
Rod Harvey

Our values
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Chairman & CEO
Report

The past 12 months for Fitness Australia has seen the
solidifying of changes in leadership as well as the
development of our new strategic plan. This followed a 
significant engagement of all key stakeholders by the
Fitness Australia board through a series of listening tours 
and engagement opportunities. The outcomes clearly 
defined the purpose of the association to ‘empower the 
industry to engage more Australians in quality health
and fitness services.’ 

The successful delivery of the strategic plan will assist our 
members and exercise professionals to more effectively 
meet the growing needs of the health and fitness
consumer. Success will encourage more Australians to
directly engage with the industry providing an even
greater impact on the health and fitness of the nation. 

We continue to receive strong feedback around the value 
proposition for our Business Members and Registered
Exercise Professionals that assists in constantly evaluating 
and evolving our offerings. We hear your voice to 

David Allan
Chairman

Chairman’s report

create an expanded, more professional industry with a 
wider range of services offered, thereby actively growing 
the penetration of health and fitness services to the broad-
er Australian public. Fitness Australia as the peak industry 
body is able and ready to take the lead in this endeavour.

The last twelve months has seen continued growth in 
fitness services available to the public. The boutique fitness 
studio model and to a lesser extent the 24/7 market has led 
this growth, and the significant investment by Quadrant 
in the industry with the acquisition of major fitness brands 
should be seen as a positive reflection on the state of the 
industry in Australia. We can be sure that the industry will 
continue to evolve and grow, and that Fitness Australia has 
an important role in advocating and providing a unified 
voice for its members. 

The Fitness Australia board and management team realise 
that this next phase in the delivery of its strategic plan is 
critical, and certainly doesn’t underestimate the value that 
the continued engagement of its existing members,
and introduction of new members and registered
professionals, will bring. We therefore thank both our 
members and registered professionals for their continued 
support, and at the same time challenge all to be more 
engaged for the greater good of the industry.

We call on all industry players to make their voices heard 
and to be part of the growth of the industry. This can take 
many forms; from ensuring that you vote for the
nominated board directors, nominating to sit on the board 
yourself or for someone whom you see as being able to 
add value to the cause, or being involved where possible in 
the various committees and councils that the association
relies on for direction and insight. In doing so you will
assist in the overall development of the strategic
direction for Fitness Australia and the continued growth 
and advancement of the industry. We should all remember 
that we are more powerful as a collective voice, working 
together in a united and cohesive manner.
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Bill Moore 
CEO

CEO’s report

The 2016/17 financial year saw Fitness Australia continue 
to progress in its transition to a more customer focused, 
business-centric organisation in response to the
expectations of our members and AusREPs. This
transition was underpinned by the 2020 Strategic Plan
completed at the beginning of the calendar year that 
navigates a clear path forward for a re-aligned association. 
The Plan is supported with bold new core values – proud, 
credible and real – that describe a rejuvenated team ready 
to embrace the rapidly evolving Australian fitness industry.

Importantly the 2020 Strategic Plan identifies the three 
key pillars that are the focus of the reinvigoration of the 
association. Proactive leadership, meaningful engagement 
and service excellence are the supporting principles that 
will drive achievement of our strategic objectives.  

Our initiatives have spoken to both our traditional role of 
the creator of standards and guidelines and to that of an 
attentive peak body supporting modern fitness businesses. 
The development of the Quality Improvement
Accreditation Program for fitness facilities and the
publication of the Nutrition Guidelines within Scope of 
Practice for AusREPs continued our contribution to raising 
industry standards, while the launch of our personal
training app – Worket – will add to the growing list of
benefits that make up Fitness Australia’s business support 
tool Grow Your Fitness Business.

The proposed rebranding of the register of exercise
professionals to AusREPs will pave the way for the creation 
of the Rewards Membership, opening the door for
members to benefit from a wide range of discounted

products and services, simultaneously enhancing the 
value proposition of membership and cultivating revenue 
producing relationships with our commercial partners. 
Recognising excellence amongst our AusREPs, our industry 
awards program once again had strong appeal with
participation growing year on year.

Revenue diversification to meet challenging market
conditions during the year remained a priority as Fitness 
Australia continued to actively identify and pursue income 
producing opportunities that align closely with the
strategic plan and objectives, ending the year with a 
modest profit of $35,383, a welcome result in a disrupted 
market place. 

Our advocacy activities have continued to provide industry 
support through ongoing representations to the Fair Work 
Commission on the Fitness Industry Award that is
currently being reviewed, in particular as it relates to 
overtime rates for casuals. The proposed amalgamation of 
PPCA and APRA/AMCOS into a single music tariff collecting 
agency, One Music, provided the opportunity for Fitness 
Australia to take the lead once again in ongoing
negotiations leading up to the new entity’s launch in late 
2018. The review of the National Training Package, due in 
2019, has commenced and the Association has taken a seat 
on the Industry Reference Committee to commence this
important work.

The organisational structure has been a focus for the
executive for much of the year. We go into the new
financial year with a flatter structure, a significant
realignment towards revenue producing core activities and 
an increased investment in our customer facing personnel, 
both in numbers and training. As the CEO, I thank the 
Fitness Australia team for their commitment and loyalty 
throughout a demanding year, the Board for their wisdom 
and belief, and our members and AusREPs whom we
continue to serve.
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Our purpose is to
empower the industry to 
engage more Australians 
in quality health and
fitness services    

Our vision is for more 
Australians to adopt a 
healthy, active lifestyle 
supported by our
members

Proactive Leadership
Fitness Australia is the credible, recognised voice
of the industry and is influential in driving
improvement, innovation and reform.  

Meaningful Engagement
Fitness Australia provides value to stakeholders,
resulting in strong, mutually beneficial
relationships.

Service Excellence
Fitness Australia embodies and enables ongoing 
quality improvement, building industry credibility 
and driving growth. 

Our Vision &
Strategic Objectives
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Proactive Leadership

    Developed and commenced executing the 2020 Strategic 
    Plan and the restructured Operational Plan.

    Convened high level working groups to address industry 
    issues on employment, music licensing and sham
    contracting.

    Built relationships with the Fair Work Ombudsman 
    through individual representation and attendance at the 
    Knowledge in the Public Square listening tour.

    Represented the industry in negotiations with the
    Australasian Performing Right Association (APRA) and 
    the Phonographic Performance Company of Australia 
    (PPCA) in relation to the proposed One Music tariff
    collection agency.

    Lead industry representation to the Fair Work
    Commission on changes to the Fitness Industry Award in 
    particular as they relate to overtime for casuals. 

    Continued representation to government offices of Fair 
    Trading, Sport and Recreation, Small Business, Skills and 
    to the ACCC on challenges and opportunities for the 
    fitness industry.

    Continued participation in ICREPs refining standards and 
    portability, attending the annual meeting in Los Angeles.

    Continued our collaboration with Monash University on 
    the Victorian Active Ageing Partnership to increase 
    physical activity opportunities for older Australians and 
    convening the VAAP research and Practice Forum.

    Successful in our application for grant funding from      
    Carrington Health (Community Health Service) to review 
    gym services for people with chronic conditions.

    Attended numerous influential steering and research 
    groups including Better Health Channel Content
    Partners, Aquatic Recreation Victoria ARC Health and 
    Wellbeing Outcomes Project and Eating Disorders
    Victoria Fitness Interest Group.      

    Conducted three Lift for Life strength training
    workshops for those with or at risk of Type II Diabetes.

Strategic Highlights 2016-17
Our achievements in the key areas of strategic priority

Meaningful Engagement

    Commenced the establishment of the RTO Council to 
    support the Board and the association in improving
    education outcomes for fitness industry students and 
    graduates.

    Restructured the commercial department to establish a 
    sustainable framework aimed at returning benefits to 
    our commercial partners and providing long term
    viability.

    Commenced our roll out of service offerings with the 
    Complete Online Marketing Digital Marketing Check.

    Transitioned Continuing Education partners advertising 
    to social channels resulting in 25% growth in
    engagement.

    Integrated the Guild Insurance product offering into our 
    website providing insurance purchasing capability at the 
    point of sale.

    Continued to build on the success of Grow Your Fitness 
    Business by building credible and tangible resources 
    providing enhanced value for members.

    Conducted Symposium 2016 at Randwick Racecourse 
    combining the event with our annual gala dinner and 
    awards pre sentation.

    Participated in The Fitness Show at Darling Harbour with 
    a stand and resources to engage with new and existing 
    members.

    Partnered with the 2016 Women’s Health and Fitness 
    Summit in Melbourne as a sponsor and presenting at the 
    event.

    Continued our success with the Awards program with 
    #ActiveAchievers and #ActiveStudents, and introducing 
    #ActiveCommunities Award recognising work by fitness 
    trainers and businesses in their communities.
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Service Excellence

    Restructured the organisational chart to better resource 
    the association to meet the needs of our members and 
    the execution of the Strategic Plan.

    Successfully completed the migration of our online
    platform to improve service levels and response times.

    Created the Australian Fitness Industry Standards Council 
    providing a highly qualified technical advisory group 
    that will support the Board and the association to
    im prove service quality and support registration and
    accreditation programs.

    Developed the Fitness Australia Quality Accreditation 
    program to enhance the service standards of gyms by 
    raising the standard of their offerings to meet
    accreditation.  

    Progressed work on the Nutrition Advice within the 
    Scope of Practice of AusREPs guideline ready for launch 
    in September 2017.

    Added to the suite of iLearn education pieces with the 
    launch of the third risk management session in the risk 
    management series.

    Continued our collaborative research with various 
    partners including the Fit and Well study in conjunction 
    with by Victoria University’s ISEAL Fitness Industry
    Research Program, REVAMP IT with Deakin University.

Acknowledgements

We would like to extend our thanks to the Board of 
Directors, Council members, stakeholders, partners, and 
other industry volunteers for their hard work, support and 
guidance throughout the year. Fitness Australia continues 
to advance and benefit from the efforts of many skilled, 
energetic, dedicated and passionate people.

We would also like to pay tribute to the talented and 
hard-working team at Fitness Australia. They all continue 
to demonstrate a deep commitment to the vision and
values of Fitness Australia and to serving the expectations 
and needs of our stakeholders and the broader fitness 
industry.

We extend our sincere thanks to the growing number of 
people within the industry – businesses, exercise
professionals, course providers and training organisations
 - that choose to support and promote Fitness Australia

and what it is trying to achieve for the benefit of the 
fitness industry. We share a bold vision of a strong
association that delivers on its promise of a robust and 
sustainable industry.  We know that by working together 
as a united industry, underpinned by a single world class 
exercise professional register, we can be more powerful 
and influential when and where it matters, and we can 
continue to demonstrate the enormous value that the 
fitness industry brings to society. 

For the year ahead we continue to have a strong focus on 
connecting more accurately with our audience and
providing an enriched range of products and services.
We have a talented and committed Board of Directors
and industry members who volunteer their time and
expertise to contribute to Fitness Australia through a 
range of Councils, Committees and Project Groups. Our 
professional team is committed to ensuring that all of our 
customers are provided with a positive experience when 
engaging with Fitness Australia.

We have commenced execution of the 2020 Strategic Plan 
that will lead and support us into the fitness industry of 
the future. We look forward to continuing to share this 
journey with you.

Thank you for your support and commitment to a thriving, 
growing and dynamic organisation.

Bill Moore    David Allan
Chief Executive Officer  Chairman

Strategic
Highlights
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Proactive Leadership

Meaningful Engagement

Service Excellence

Key Project
Achievements
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The development of the 2020 Strategic Plan
commenced in September 2016 and was completed and 
approved in June 2017. The Plan describes a bold vision 
of more Australians adopting a healthy, active lifestyle 
supported by our members whilst continuing to establish 
quality standards and enhancing its standing in the fitness 
community.

Importantly the three core strategic pillars of proactive 
leadership, meaningful engagement and service excellence 
underpin the identified strategic objectives to take the 
association to a new level of financial stability and quality 
offerings.

Proactive Leadership

2020 Strategic Plan

Fitness Australia continues its work representing the needs 
of the fitness industry. With the establishment of an indus-
try leaders group the association has been able to bring 
together forums where the needs of its members and some 
non-members have been identified, positions agreed and 
unified statements put forward to stakeholder groups. 

The advocacy efforts for 2016- 2017 are broad and cross all 
government segments. Work with local government
continues with outdoor training policy development
proving to have the greatest impact. Discussions with
State-based Offices of Fair Trading are ongoing as are 
meetings with Offices for Sport and Recreation. These 
relationships have proven successful and have established 
strong links between industry and government. 

The association has continued its representation to
government in the areas of tax reform through
extension of FBT exemptions for gym memberships,
regulatory reform through clarification of sham
contracting interpretations and the advancement of
training and skills for the industry.

The commencement of relationships with the Fair Work 
Commission and Fair Work Ombudsman has allowed us to 
stay at the forefront of issues affecting industry human
resourcing and continued education in this space has
ensured a maintained employer quality. Maintaining the 
dialogue with the consumer watch dog ACCC has served 
to protect the industry from surprise scrutiny. The threat 
of detrimental changes to music copyright tariffs has been 
managed by practical engagement with all stakeholders 
to ensure a fair and reasonable outcome for the fitness 
industry.

Fitness Australia remains committed to voicing the position 
of the industry to all stakeholder groups.

Advocacy 

Education, Health
and Community
Sector Advocacy &
Representation
Fitness Australia has continued to be represented
internationally and domestically with meetings as a
member of the International Council of Registered Exercise 
Professionals (ICREPs) through to representation at
national, state and local council levels.

The Victorian Active Ageing Partnership (VAAP) aims to 
increase opportunities for participation in physical activity 
for older Victorians, especially in areas of socio-economic 
disadvantage and among isolated older people currently 
not involved in physical activity.  Led by MOVE muscle, 
bone & joint health and in collaboration with Monash 
University and Fitness Australia, the VAAP has had some 
significant achievements in the second year of its
three-year term, including: 

    Examination of factors influencing the engagement in 
    physical activity of traditionally ‘hard to engage’ groups 
    of older people;

    Identification of the key elements of successful
    transition/referral pathways to ensure sustainability of 
    exercise for older people;

    Development of a self-assessment tool for organisations, 
    clubs and businesses to review their current activities for 
    older people and establish successful new activities and 
    programs;

    Presentation about VAAP at the 15th World Congress on 
    Public Health and the National Sports Convention 2017;

    Convening of the VAAP Research and Practice Forum 
    with over 200 attendees from the health & fitness
    industry; and

    Publishing a paper in the Journal of Aging Physical 
    Activity titled Facilitators of Attendance and
    Adherence to Group-Based Physical Activity for Older 
    Adults: A Literature Synthesis. This article examines
    program features that influence attendance and
    adherence to group-based physical activity by older
    adults. Visit https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/  
    pubmed/28595021 for more information.
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Proactive Leadership

Fitness Australia received a grant from Carrington Health 
(Community Health Service) to review their current gym 
services for people with chronic conditions in their
catchment. Building upon the current success of the facility 
coupledwithreformstohealthcareandagedcare,and
recognitionoftheimportanceof the wellness, the report
anticipated that staff, referring practitioners and clients 
alike, will embrace an integrated wellness model.

Fitness Australia team members have also sat on numerous 
influential steering and research groups, including Aquatic 
Recreation Victoria ARC Health and Wellbeing Outcomes 
Project, Better Health Channel Content Partners, Eating 
Disorders Victoria Fitness Interest Group and supporting
fitness businesses nationally with implementation of
National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Lift for Life Trainer
Workshops
Fitness Australia has continued their partnership with
Baker Heart & Diabetes Institute with the delivery and
support of the Lift for Life strength training program for 
those with or at risk of Type II Diabetes. Support has
primarily been through provision of training and
up-skilling for licensed providers. Three training workshops 
were delivered in 2016- 2017; Sydney (December 2016); 
Melbourne (March 2017) and Busselton, WA (June 2017).
A total of 60 exercise professionals (from 49 different
business) completed the training.
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Recognising the critical role of Registered Training
Organisations in the future of the industry and as a key 
stakeholder in the trainer of the future, the Board
approved the establishment of an RTO Council to provide 
support to the Board and the Fitness Australia Executive.

Their role will be to offer technical and experiential advice 
on matters related to qualifications, student outcomes and 
the Fitness Industry National Training Package.

Governance

Meaningful Engagement

Commercial
Fitness Australia’s emphasis on commercial returns through 
third party relationships has continued to steadily increase. 
Significant resources have been deployed to construct a 
framework  that is sustainable and financially viable for the 
long-term by (re)aligning partners to provide relevance to 
our members. This new structure recognises the unique
diversity of the industry and has been embraced by
members and stakeholders.

The roll out of Service (and product) offerings to business 
members commenced in May with a Digital Marketing 
Check conducted by Complete Online Marketing, with a 
full suite of offerings targeted at exercise professionals 
and businesses launching in the 2018 financial year. These 
restructured partnerships provide bottom line
opportunities for members to increase  efficiency and
productivity  through revenue generation or cost savings.

We thank all of our commercial partners for their support 
during this transition and look forward to continuing these 
relationships with tangible benefits for members
continuing to be our core focus.

Fitness Australia’s Continuing Education (CE) partners have 
successfully engaged in a transition to advertising their 
courses with Fitness Australia via our social media channels.
Diversification of the advertising channels has
re-invigorated our advertisers with engagement
growing by 25%. 

Finally, Fitness Australia has been able to achieve an
integrated insurance offering at the point of registration. 
The streamlining of insurance as part of the registration 
process is a significant enhancement to an AusREPs user 
experience.

The 2016/17 Financial Year for Fitness Australia has been
highly  productive in aligning commercial outcomes to 
members. The new structure will allow for  growth in the
offerings to our members whilst encouraging continued

Grow Your
Fitness Business

investment from our partners in the association and the 
fitness industry generally.

We look forward to members being able to capitalise
on the products and services offered through their
membership. The offerings will continue to be refined to 
maximise relevancy and to return tangible benefits.

The Grow Your Fitness Business (GYFB) initiative was 
launched on 10 May 2016, to fitness businesses members 
and registered sole traders.

This was a new initiative and addition to the business 
membership value proposition, for practical support and 
direction, to encourage growth and sustainability, and 
provide credible and tangible resources. 

This has been received very well predominantly amongst 
start-up businesses and current sole traders. 

As a result of the highly relevant and practical nature of 
this initiative, its engagement levels have been very high 
and a stand-out amongst other areas of member
engagement. 

USAGE & FEEDBACK | 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017

    There were approx. 24,000 unique visitors to the GYFB 
    landing page grow.fitness.org.au. 

    The templates are the most highly valued and
    downloaded resources in the toolbox.

    25% of the top read news articles on our website in 
    the 2016/17 year were Grow Your Fitness Business guide 
    articles.

    The average Monthly Toolbox direct email Open Rate
    is 38.3%

    The average Monthly Toolbox direct email Click Through 
    to Open Rate is 15%

    The most successful communication channel driving 
    people to the Toolbox were direct email and Facebook 
    (paid and organic). 
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Meaningful Engagement

    Membership Managers report that under the current 
    membership value proposition the GYFB Toolbox is one 
    of the main discussion points with current members,
    providing a strong sales proposition to potential
    members. 

    The Toolbox has generated an average of 10 Member 
    leads per month. 

    In our 2017 engagement survey, 90% of respondents 
    rated the quality of GYFB as Good or better - Good 
    (43%), High (37%) or Exceptional (10%).

Events

2016 Symposium

The Fitness Australia Symposium 2016 was held at Royal 
Randwick Racecourse, Sydney, on Friday 14 October.  Over 
150 fitness professionals, personal trainers, students,
business managers and gym owners attended, which
allowed them to receive 6 CECs.  

The 2016 program included eight market-leading
presenters (up from three in 2015):  

    Fiona Bendall (Keynote) - Learn more about the
    psychologic impacts on behaviour via technology

    Tom Hart, Net Profit Explosion - Double your sales in the 
    next 6 months (or less) 

    David O’Rourke, Nightlife Music - The role of Music and 
    Vision in Fitness 

    Kayla Itsines and Tobi Pearce - The Think Tank

    Keith Phillips, QLBS - Improving Business Quality for 
    superior performance 

    Richard Toutounji, Complete Online Marketing - New 
    Age of Online Marketing 

    Caroline Bills, HealthChange Australia - Simple steps to 
    radically improve client outcomes and job satisfaction for 
    fitness professionals  

    Jason Bennie, Researcher ISEAL - Physical inactivity and 
    public health: why the fitness industry is both part of the 
    problem and the solution

Delegates were able to connect with leaders and
influencers in the networking breaks, plus check out fitness 
products and services in the exhibition area from Complete 
Online Marketing, Net Profit Explosion, NSF Super, Physio 
Control, Ezidebit, Guild Insurance and Nightlife Music.

Women’s Health & Fitness Summit

Fitness Australia partnered with the 2016 Women’s Health 
and Fitness Summit, which was held on 10-11 September at 
RACV Club in Melbourne. Fitness Australia had presence at 
the event by way of a table at the trade show,
acknowledgement as a supporting partner on all
promotional assets, and acknowledgement in the opening 
address. 

Fitness Australia team members Christy Collier and Sonya 
Barber presented at the event, introducing the Grow Your 
Fitness Business initiative to those in attendance.
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The Fitness Show

Fitness Australia was again represented by way of an 
exhibition stand at The Fitness Show, held on 28-30 April 
2017, at the International Convention Centre in Darling 
Harbour.  The purpose of the stand was to engage with 
existing members and registrants, as well as promote and 
encourage new members and registrants. A cleaner design 
and targeted promotional flyers helped achieve this. The 
location of the stand also helped with brand awareness.



Meaningful Engagement
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In 2016 Fitness Australia introduced the
#ActiveCommunities Award business award. This award 
celebrated the outstanding work that gyms, personal
training businesses, and clubs were doing in their
communities through their group exercise programs. 

For the second year the #ActiveAchievers Award, which 
recognises the outstanding work that registered
instructors and trainers do every day to help Australians 
live a more active, healthy lifestyle, had strong
engagement with clients nominating their trainer and 
sharing their fitness success stories.

The #ActiveStudent Award was also in its second year, 
recognising outstanding achievements by students who 
completed their fitness qualifications within the last 12 
months. 

The Fitness Australia Awards of Honour rounded out the 
suite of awards for 2016. These awards recognise the 
efforts and achievements made by industry leaders and 
champions and include the Chairman’s Award and Roll of 
Honour inductees.

Award nominations opened on Tuesday 31 May and closed 
on Friday 29 July. An extensive integrated marketing 
campaign supported the program, which resulted in 1347 
nominations received across the five award categories. 
The Fitness Australia Awards 2016 were presented at the 
Fitness Australia Gala Dinner, held on Friday 14 October at 
the Royal Randwick Racecourse, Sydney.

Fitness Australia
Awards 2016

2016 Winners

#ActiveCommunities Award

Zen Ranch,
PT & Group Sessions, NT

#ActiveAchievers Award
 
Joy McClymont (trainer)
& Wendy Hick (client), QLD

#ActiveStudents Award

Sharni Dowling, TAFE QLD North

Chairman’s Award

Dr Robbie Parker

Roll of Honour

Lorna Jane,
Maria Teresa Stone
and Emmett Williams



Meaningful Engagement
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Meaningful Engagement
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60%

7%

33%

Top 20 by pageviews on fitness.org.au

Fitness CEC Courses 661,733

My Profile Dashboard 500,239

Latest news 256,389

Professional Login  233,460

How to Register          206,012

Site Search bar 130,355

My Business Profile 83,514

Register of Exercise Professionals Directory 69,186

Policies and Guidelines 66,887

About Us 58,144

Register or Renew 44,279

Fitness Insurance 30,802

Adult Pre-Exercise Screening System 29,746

Business Toolbox 29,727

Learning & Development 29,627

Fitness Australia Code of Ethics 25,442

Registered Fitness Business Directory 25,803

Exercise Guidelines 21,104

Exercise Referral Kit 19,062

Research & Publications  16,701

Inbound emails to
info/registration@fitness.org.au
monthly 

2,312
Inbound calls to
1300 211 311
monthly 

2,156 50% Professionals
35% Reception (other) 
10% CEC
6%   Business

Our Social Network Devices Used

Social media followers
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13,700
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Service Excellence

Australian Fitness Industry 
Standards Council (AFISC)
Fitness Australia announced the formation of the
Australian Fitness Industry Standards Council – an entity 
that will help to advance and elevate Australia’s fitness 
industry. 

The objectives of the Council are to:

    Develop, manage, promote and review a suite of
    standards, codes, guidance materials and other
    documents to assist the fitness industry to manage safety 
    and improve service quality and to support Fitness
    Australia’s registration and accreditation programs;

    Develop a risk management model and a program of
    total quality management for the Australian fitness 
    industry that is based on data and other inputs that will 
    help drive safety improvements by guiding prioritisation 
    of standards development and regulatory activity;

    Provide independent technical advice to Fitness Australia 
    staff, the Board and the public; and

    Undertake initiatives to support Fitness Australia’s role 
    as the peak body in the self-regulatory model of fitness 
    service provision in Australia.

With ten members appointed in October 2016, the council 
boasts a unique and diverse range of experts who will
contribute to the future positive direction of the fitness 
industry.

Three of the council members represent academia, with
experience in the fitness industry and in a relevant
discipline (sports or exercise science, business, law), while 
another three are experienced industry practitioners. 
There is an additional three external members, including a 
representative of consumers, a representative of education 
providers, and a person with experience in accreditation 
systems.
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The members of the Australian Fitness Industry Standards 
Council are:

    Professor Patrick Keyzer (Chairman), Law Academic

    Professor Kevin Norton, Exercise Science Academic

    Professor Elisabeth Wilson-Evered, Business Academic

    Mr Max Martin, Experienced Industry Practitioner

    Mr Michael Cunico, Experienced Industry Practitioner

    Mr Gavin Aquilina, Experienced Industry Practitioner           

    Ms Maxine Cooper, Consumer Representative

    Dr Melissa Arkinstall, Education Representative

    Associate Professor Michael Greco, Accreditation Expert

    Mr Craig Knox, Executive Officer & Secretary

Throughout the financial year, the council has been 
consulted on many industry developments and standards 
including: Nutrition Advice guideline; VET Training
package; Fitness Australia Quality Accreditation system; 
Code of Conduct; Definition of Terms for Professional
Insurance Policy; Conditioning for community recreation/
sporting activities & Exercise Professional Registration 
Policy.

Fitness Australia Quality 
Accreditation
Development of the Fitness Australia Quality Accreditation 
system progressed strongly, to the point where in late 2017 
the first businesses will be invited into an initial trial
period, with the program made available to the wider 
industry in early 2018. The Program refers to the Fitness 
Industry National Quality Framework consisting of six key 
content areas; Professionalism, Safety, Customer Care, 
Information & Knowledge, People and Leadership. The 
program will provide valuable support to participating 
businesses by improving their viability, effectiveness and 
relevance to Australians.



This financial year showed in an increase in the number of 
CEC Providers from 207 to 224 (8%) and available programs 
from 681 to 718 (5%). This, alongside positive feedback 
from education providers and key employment groups 
reinforces the continual support from industry for the
continuing education system and processes. Attendance 
and completion of these approved CE programs and events 
from registrants has seen over 31,000 diary entries be
verified and approved this year which is reflected via 
delivery knowledge and skills (and the associated further 
education program) on the registered exercise
professional’s (REPs) public profile.

Professional Registration 
& CE System

Service Excellence

Standards, Guideline
Development
& Dissemination
Progress on the Nutrition Advice within the Scope of 
Practice of Registered Exercise Professionals continued this 
financial year which will see it launched in September 2017. 
Fitness Australia has worked in collaboration with
Dietitians Australia Association and Sports Dietitians 
Australia to develop this guideline. It will provide further 
guidance for registered exercise professionals indicating 
their role in providing basic healthy eating information 
and advice through the application of nationally endorsed 
nutritional standards and guidelines – in particular, the 
Australian Dietary Guidelines.

iLearn
In 2016-17, iLearn, Fitness Australia’s online standards
education platform provided the industry with the
opportunity to access the latest evidence, expert advice and 
resources designed to assist in meeting national standards 
and guidelines. The launch of the third Risk Management 
session, Part 3: Accident and Injury Risks in Fitness Facilities 
and Environments in January 2017 completed the series of 
the Risk Management sessions (including Part 1: Exercise 
Safe: Putting Clients First Part 2: Professional Practice & 
Advice: What are the risks?). 

With over two hundred purchased sessions this year with 
and a net promoter score of +34, Fitness Australia will
continue to support the iLearn platform which will
enhance the industry’s capacity to deliver safe and effective 
services to consumers.
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Fitness Australia
Database - Full migration 
to Front Foot (Nurun)
Seeking to further enhance the customer experience 
whenengaging with Fitness Australia, the association 
sought a provider that could support the transition to an 
improved online platform. Following a robust tender
process the contract was awarded to Publicis Front Foot 
(now known as Nurun) as the most suitable provider.

Late in 2016 we commenced the migration of our online 
platform (which includes the Fitness Australia website and 
associated micro-sites, Content Management System (CMS), 
Association Management System (AMS) and Entrinskik / 
Informer Reporting Platform) to Nurun.

The work continues to be undertaken having completed 
a range of new development items including Ezidebit 
integration, AusREPs, Rewards Program, Lead Generation 
Program and Quality Accreditation Program.



Service Excellence

Research and Evidence 
Development
Fitness Australia continued in its collaborative research 
with various partners. The following papers were published 
in international journals during the 2016- 2017 financial 
year:  

The ‘Fit and Well Study’ conducted by Victoria
University’s iSEAL Fitness Industry Research Program 
explored the scope and opportunity for integrating the 
fitness industry into public health and wellbeing strategies. 
This paper identified that leisure-time physical activity and 
strength training participation levels are low and
socioeconomically distributed. Fitness trainers may have a 
role in increasing these participation levels1.However,
fewer Australian fitness trainers work in areas with high 
levels of socioeconomic disadvantaged areas than in areas 
with low levels of disadvantage. In addition, it was
discovered that a higher level of fitness industry
qualifications was associated with working in areas with 
lower levels of disadvantage.2

The ‘REVAMP-IT’ trial, conducted by Deakin University,
involved the recruitment of participants into long-term 
community-based lifestyle intervention trials, particularly 
adults with a chronic disease. Currently there is limited 
data on successful recruitment strategies suitable for older 
adults with type 2 diabetes into community-based
exercise and nutrition programs, and no information on 
cost estimates associated with such recruitment. The aim 
of this report is to describe the recruitment strategies used 
and the success of each approach in recruiting older adults 
with type 2 diabetes into a 6-month community-based 
exercise (Lift for Life program) and nutritional
supplementation randomised controlled trial.3

Involvement with the Victorian Active Ageing Partnership 
with Move muscle, bone and joint health and Monash 
University enabled contribution to the article Facilitators 
of Attendance and Adherence to Group-Based Physical 
Activity for Older Adults: A Literature Synthesis. This paper 
examines program features that influence attendance and 
adherence to group-based physical activity by older adults.4

1,2 Bennie, J., Thornton, L., Uffelen, J., Banting, L., & Biddle, S. (2016).
Variations in area-level disadvantage of Australian registered fitness trainers 
usual training locations. BMC Public Health, 16(1), 551. doi:
10.1186/s12889-016-3250-3.

3  Miller, Eliza G., Nowson, Caryl A., Dunstan, David W., Kerr, Deborah A., 
Solah, Vicky, Menzies, David and Daly, Robin M. 2016, Recruitment of older 
adults with type 2 diabetes into a community-based exercise and nutrition 
randomised controlled trial, Trials, vol. 17, Article Number : 467, pp. 1-12, 
doi: 10.1186/s13063-016-1589-5. 

4 de Lacy-Vawdon CJ, Schwarzman J, Nolan G, de Silva R, Menzies D, Smith 
BJ (2017). Facilitators of Attendance and Adherence to Group-Based Physical 
Activity for Older Adults: A Literature Synthesis. Journal of Aging Physical 
Activity, 22:1-39. doi: 10.1123/japa.2016-0363.
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Meet Our Team
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The team at Fitness Australia
is committed to delivering
practical and valuable business 
and professional support, cutting 
edge information, education, 
engaging events and exemplary 
customer service throughout the 
year.  Our team aim to ensure 
that your time with the
organisation is not only
rewarding, but an experience
that will leave you assured that 
we are a ‘must join’ organisation.

To be appointed Chief 
Financial Officer

FINANCE

Chris Alexander 
Industry Standards

& Development
Manager

INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT

Christy Collier
General Manager,

Marketing,
Communications and HR

MARKETING

Rob Honan
Business Development 

Manager

SALES

Bill Moore
CEO

Cheyenne Liu 
Finance

Coordinator

Joseph Emery
Industry Service Team

Manager

Meg Grinlington 
Standards & Development 

Coordinator

Scott Bumpstead
Quality Accreditation

& Compliance
Manager

Naomi Baird-Willis
Industry Services

Team Leader

Stephanie Belcheff
Industry Service
Representative

Lazarus Pavlidis 
Industry Service
Representative

Amy Wilson
Industry Service
Representative

 To Be Appointed
Digital Communications

Coordinator

Joel Perricone
National Advocacy

& Membership
Manager

Tara Maher
Advertising &

Sales Coordinator

Laura Adams
Membership Manager 

(NSW, ACT)

Troy Grimshaw
Membership

Manager (QLD)

Scott Rose
Membership Manager

(SA, WA, NT)

David Batty
Membership Manager 

(VIC,TAS)

Phillip Copp
Industry Service
Representative

Aleks Davkoloski
Industry Service
Representative

Renae DeVito
Executive Assistant

Lisa Agic
Systems Administration

& Technology
Manager

Angela Palogiannidis
Communications
and PR Manager

Sarah Gamble
Marketing & 

Brand Manager

Francesca King
CE & Office

Administrator

Elise Semmler
Standards & 

Development
Officer

Organisational chart correct as at October 2017.



Our AusREPs & Fitness Businesses
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Breakdown of Fitness Australia Business Registration Types

SA

TAS

VIC

WAQLD

NT

NSW

ACT

14%

32%
53%

1%

3%

35%

1%

21%
7%2%

21%

10%

Geographical Distribution of Registered Fitness Business in Australia

Industry Supplier

Registered Fitness Businesses

Group Business Registration 

Sole Trading Business Registration

2016-17 AusREPs

New AusREPs  3,821
Renewed AusREPs  6,995

2016-17 Registered Fitness Businesses

New businesses   659
Renewed businesses 2057

The Health and Fitness
Industry Association



Annual Financial Report Discussion & Analysis
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The association is pleased to report a surplus of $35,383 as we continue to stabilise the finances of the entity, a credit to 
another year of concerted effort by the Fitness Australia team in a market that continues to evolve into maturation.
Changes in the complexion of the Australia fitness industry contributed to a reduction in revenue compared to the previous 
year, however a commensurate tightening of costs kept the association in profit.

Revenue was 9.5% less than the previous year, coming in at $4,571,715 and expenses were reduced by 9.6% thereby
providing a modest surplus. The net asset (Member Funds) position is $985,130 as at 30 June 2017.

Our industry continues to reshape at many different levels, from the rise of the boutique clubs at one end of the spectrum 
to the advent of the heavy investment by the Quadrant Group acquiring some of the biggest players in the market to form 
a significant presence.

The response of the association has been to stick tightly to the strategic plan of diversifying our revenue and investing in 
core business activities that produce revenue. This has seen investment in face to face staffing, improvements in our online 
presence and closer alignment with our commercial partners through the introduction of a Rewards Membership category 
that gives us additional income producing opportunities. We have continued to invest heavily in this area as we reconfigure 
the association into a position of greater financial stability.

The new plan demanded a revised organisational chart to provide the deliverables.

The number of exercise professional registrants continued to decline in line with the budget forecast as the industry adjusts 
to the disruption in the VET sector and stabilises following significant increases in the size of the industry in recent years.

Our focus remains squarely on the value proposition for members, enhanced member engagement and proactively taking a 
leadership position on the key issues.

Fitness Australia
Financial Report































































Postal address

PO Box 6453
Alexandria NSW 2015

Phone 1300 211 311
Email info@fitness.org.au

www.fitness.org.au

Connect with us


